Introduction
Chromatin structure strongly influences the transcription of eukaryotic genes. The nucleosome, an elementary repeating subunit of the chromatin, may collaborate with numerous regulatory proteins to provide the proper gene expression regulation (for a review, see van Holde, 1989 ). The nucleosome core particle (histone octamer) is composed of a central tetramer (H3/H4) 2 flanked by two H2A/H2B dimers. The nucleosome is composed of a histone octamer and 146 bp of DNA that is wrapped around it as a left-handed superhelix.
The linker histone H1 binding approximately to 20 bp completes the second turn of a superhelix and organizes a subnucleosomal particle chromatosome. In the chromatin, neighboring nucleosome particles are related by a linker DNA segment of various length. Both transcription initiation and elongation require chromatin structure perturbation. In this connection, special interest is invoked by the cases when nucleosome location is strictly confined. These cases may be considered as rotational or translational positioning. The first refers to DNA helix orientation relative to the core particle surface so that some phased minor or major groove regions are facing the octamer surface. The second, translational positioning, means that the nucleosome has a precisely defined positioning along the DNA sequence. A positioned nucleosome is often found near gene regulatory regions; hence, it may confine accessibility of DNA, or bring two DNA pieces close to each other (Wolffe, 1994) . Nucleosome positioning signal dispersed in the eukaryotic genome may be considered as specific chromatin code, one of many codes contained in genomic DNA (Trifonov, 1997) . That code may be in superposition with the other codes, but it appeared to be necessary for proper DNA segregation chromatin packaging.
The sequence periodicities of eukaryotic DNA that reflect its deformational anisotropy were first considered as chromatin folding facilitating factors (Trifonov and Sussman, 1980) . This was strongly supported by the prominent periodicities in the distribution of the di-and trinucleotides revealed for nucleosomal DNA sequences (Satchwell et al., 1986) . Multi-alphabet consensus search reveals that the nucleosomal pattern is of a very degenerate nature (Ulyanov and Stormo, 1995) . Multiple sequence alignment shows the main part of that signal is created by a specially phased AA and TT dinucleotide positional frequency distribution (Ioshikhes et al., 1996) . Varieties of methods were developed for investigating nucleosome positioning (Calladine and Drew, 1986; Staffelbach et al., 1994) . Different approaches were proposed for nucleosomal DNA conformation study (Fitzgerald et al., 1994; Sivolob and Kharpunov, 1995; Ponomarenko et al., 1997b) . Crystal structure analysis revealed that the path of nucleosomal DNA is kinked in several points and irregularly curved (Luger et al., 1997) . All these investigations of nucleosomal DNA conformation confirm that there exists a special pattern of DNA helix curvative facilitating core particle binding. Finally, many approaches confirm that the nucleosome site pattern consists of two regions, 50-60 bp in length, of increased bending specificity, which are divided by the central 15-20 bp region of a site, where DNA is more indifferent to bending.
Owing to its ubiquitous and degenerate nature, the nucleosome signal probably has no obvious consensus and most likely is defined by particular DNA conformation recognition. In general, signals of nucleosome positioning appear to be very weak, hence a combination of different methods may enable them to be localized more reliably. In this connection, the present research is devoted to analysis of various conformational and physicochemical parameters (38 sets in total) directed to find significant DNA features. To investigate nucleosomal DNA, an experimentally defined nucleosome site database was used (Ioshikhes and Trifonov, 1993) . Our paper classifies and reveals a hierarchy of significant nucleosomal DNA peculiarities. The compilation of revealed DNA characteristics is presented in the Nucleosomal DNA property database. On the basis of revealed significant nucleosomal DNA characteristics, the programs for nucleosome site recognition were generated. These programs are available on the WWW and may be used for chromatin structure research and genome study.
System and methods
The Nucleosomal DNA property database comprises several sections (Figure 1 ). The database SAMPLES contains site sequences. The database PROPERTY includes the sets of context-dependent conformational and physicochemical properties. The database PROFILES presents nucleosomal DNA property profiles with their extrema and linear trend descriptions. The database FEATURES consists of knowledge on the most significant DNA properties and recognition programs generated by this knowledge.
The Nucleosomal DNA Database (Ioshikhes and Trifonov, 1993) was used for extraction of 130 nucleosome site sequences of 200 bp in length from EMBL. It is available at http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/Services/index.html, section Molecular Biology Databases, catalog nucleosomal_dna. The retrieved site set consists of sequences of different species located in various genome regions. Owing to heterogeneity of the site set, it was subdivided. Five individual samples based on concrete genome region or gene type were generated. Additional sample of stable nucleosome binding sites was used (Widlund et al., 1997) . These sequences, available at http://130.241.160.80/sequence/, are localized at the centromeric regions of mouse metaphase chromosomes. After adjusting to a common length of 108 bp, they were compiled into a separate sample. describes the resulting six nucleosome site samples. The sequences of all samples were aligned relative to the footprint center. Because of internal symmetry of the nucleosome, all site sequences were analyzed in both possible orientations.
The sequences of all used samples are available at http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/Dbases/NSamples/auto1.exe (SAMPLE database). Thirty-eight dinucleotide parameter sets compiled in PROPERTY database, at http://wwwmgs. bionet.nsc.ru/systems/BDNAVideo/, section DNA Conformational and Physicochemical Parameters, were considered as DNA properties. The PROPERTY database contains a description and literature reference for every property. Some properties are illustrated graphically. The majority of considered DNA properties were described earlier (Kolchanov et al., 1998) . The database PROFILES contains profiles of DNA properties and descriptions of their extrema and linear trends. To construct a profile, various sliding window sizes were applied. The best suited window size was evaluated by comparison of the sample profile with the profile constructed on the random sequences with the same dinucleotide content as that of the site. The best selected profile is included in the database entry. Then the profiles were checked for linear trends and the resulting data are also compiled in the database.
The database FEATURES includes the data on the most significant DNA properties and the programs for site recognition generated on the basis of this knowledge. For this purpose, average property values were considered for the certain site region. The distributions of these values for the sets including nucleosome sites and random sequences were compared by several criteria. Afterwards, a fixed utility value was assigned to each comparison and their values were compared.
Algorithm
Input data for algorithm execution are: 1. Consider a sample of N nucleotide sequences {S} = {S 1 ,
where 1 ≤ n ≤ N, and X denotes a nucleotide type.
For 16 dinucleotide types {D
}, where 1 ≤ k ≤ 38, were used.
Profiles section
The first step of an algorithm is the calculation of position-specific dinucleotide frequency matrix F i,j , where i denotes a position along a sequence (where 1 ≤ i ≤ L -1) and j means a dinucleotide type (1 ≤ j ≤ 16). This matrix was calculated as follows:
is equal to observed D j dinucleotide frequency in the ith position of the nth sequence of the sample, i.e. f
To compare peculiarities of different sizes, the similar matrix F(W) was calculated with several dinucleotides averaging window sizes W = 1,.., W max as follows:
Matrix F ij (W) and parameters set d (k) produce the profile {P (k) i (W)} of property k and window size W as follows:
A value of 10 bp was used as the upper limit of the window size W max . Profile selection was executed by calculation of a quality ratio R = Q site ńQ random , here Q depends on the optimized profile window size and indexes denote samples of site sequences and random sequences of the same dinucleotide content as that of the site sequences. The dependence of the quality function Q on the window size W was accepted as the ratio of a profile span to its standard deviation:
Here p 
The profile with the best suited window size was included in the database entry. In what follows, this profile was examined for significant extreme values. The Student's criterion was used for evaluation of significance level. A list of profile extrema with a significance level α < 0.02 was included in the database entry.
The least squares method was used to find linear trends. The trend significance level was estimated by Fisher-Snedecor criterion. Only linear trends of significance level α < 0.05 were compiled in the PROFILE database. The trend for the kth DNA property carrying points {X i } on the interval [X start ; X end ] is presented in the following form:
Here, Y mean (k) is the mean value of the property over the region [X start ; X end ], K (k) is the respective slope coefficient and X center + (X start ) X end )ń2 trend center position. If two trends (1 and 2) of a single profile overlap partially, then the following restriction is applied:
This means that the distance between two centers of the trends should be greater than the average trend length. The profiles of conformational and physicochemical DNA parameters, their significant extremum points and linear trends are described in the PROFILES database.
Features section
An algorithm used to find out nucleosomal DNA contextual features was developed earlier for functional sites (Kel et al., 1993) . Let us consider the mth DNA parameter set for a single sequence S of the sample. The mean value of the kth parameter over the region [a; b] (1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ L) is calculated as follows:
Applying equation (6) to the site sequence set {S} at a fixed k, a and b yields the distribution P k,a,b {S} for the site. Similarly, the distribution P k,a,b {R} is generated for random sequences {R} with the same nucleotide frequencies as in the real sequences. The difference between these distributions P k,a,b {S} and P k,a,b {R} is tested for significance by using six statistical criteria. Each criterion was tested on 100 subset {S n } and {R n } (1 ≤ n ≤ 100), randomly retrieved from {S} and {R}, respectively. If the difference between the distributions P k,a,b {S n } and P k,a,b {R n } is significant by the mth criterion (1 ≤ m ≤ 6), then a positive value between 0 and 1 is assigned to the weight U mn (P k,a,b ); otherwise, a negative value between -1 and 0. Hence, the total number of weights is 6 × 100 = 600 {U mn (P k,a,b )}. The generalized difference between P k,a,b {S} and P k,a,b {R} is the mean of 600 weights:
Thus, the calculated value U (X k,a,b ) is the integral characteristic of the discriminating ability of X k,a,b . It is called a utility and has two important features:
Note that the highest value of U(X k,a,b ) points to the best, in terms of utility, B-DNA feature X k,a,b of the site. Each conformational feature X k,a,b with U(X k,a,b ) < 0 is discarded by decision (8). If any two features X k,a,b and X q,c,d correlate, the feature X q,c,d with a lower value of U (X q,c,d ) is discarded by decision (9).
Implementation
An entry of the PROFILES database is exemplified by the description of DNA property twist theoretically calculated by Sklenar (Karas et al., 1996) for 5′ and 3′ region nucleosome sites. The entry header (Figure 2a) contains the name of a site sample in the field SD and the link to the SAMPLES database on the DNA sequences in the field LD. The list of links to the individual property entries (profile identifiers) and the names of properties are included in the field PI. The detailed profile description is found in the separate property entry (Figure 2b) . The best selected window size (9 bp) is presented in the field PW; average profile value 36.54 and standard deviation 0.12 (Karas et al., 1996) for the sample of 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome site. Entry header which presents site sample and the DNA property list. (b) Individual property entry.
are shown in fields PA and PD, respectively. Quantities of significant extrema (two maxima and two minima) are included in field PN. Every extremum is described in the next fields ET-EP. Each extremum is supplied with its profile value, position and significance level. The current part of the entry contains two links to the figure (fields FG), which are also shown in Figure 3a and b. The first figure explains why this very profile window size was selected and the second shows the profile itself. Fig. 3 . Charts linked to the PROFILE database entry. DNA property twist (Karas et al., 1996) for the sample of 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome site used. The trends are presented in the database entry in the following way. Borders of the trend region are included in the field GX. For a DNA property twist for the 5′ and 3′ region nucleosome sites, two significant trends were found, located within [-44.5; -16.5] and [16.5; 44 .5] site regions. The average property value for this region (twist equaling 36.54_) enters the field GA. For the right trend, the slope coefficient is 0.026_/bp and its 0.05 confidence interval is 0.022_/bp. These values are given in fields GK and GI, respectively. The finally compiled trend formula (4) constitutes field GF. The last occurring field FG contains a link to the figure that displays all revealed trends and the profile of a minimal window size (W = 1 bp, one dinucleotide). An illustration for DNA property twist for 5′ and 3′ region nucleosome sites is given in Figure 3c . Figure 4 contains the profiles and all the significant linear trends for conformational DNA property bend. Profile examples shown in Figure 4 prove that profile trends may be Fig. 4 . Profiles of the DNA property bend and corresponding trends with significance level α < 0.05 for all six considered nucleosome site samples. Window size is equal to one dinucleotide. Bend angle unit is degree.
very useful for collective nucleosomal DNA presentation. In the site region of central 10 bp, there are breaks or small falls of bend. In the intervals [-50; -10] and [+10; +50], the bend tends to decrease towards the edges of the site. In the regions [-90; -70] and [+70; +90] entering the linker DNA, there is a tendency for the bend angle to increase out of the site center.
The presentation of significant results in the database FEATURES may be found elsewhere (Ponomarenko et al., 1997a) . Consider again the DNA property twist for 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome sites. In this example (Table 2) , the sites within the region [-97; 97] relative to the center of the site appeared to differ significantly by the mean values of the DNA property for the sample of random sequences. Utility of this feature is U = 0.905. The averaged value of the twist over the region was 36.610 ± 0.154 for the site sequences and 36.138 ± 0.211 for the random sequences. The distributions of the mean twist calculated over the considered region for the real and random sequences are compared in Figure 5a . Note the right-shift of the distribution for the real sites compared to that for the random sequences. This result confirms the previous observation (Ponomarenko et al., 1997a) . The database FEATURES entry contains an automatically generated C-code of computer program calculating the value of the considered parameter from a DNA sequence. There are also links to the executable program constructing the profiles of the significant conformational and physicochemical features along an arbitrary DNA sequence. Recognition programs apply the list of all significant site properties (Karas et al., 1996) for the sample of 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome site. (b) All significant features found for the sample of 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome site used for discrimination. (c) All significant features found for the united set of nucleosome sites used (whole set includes samples 1-5 from Table 1 ).
revealed, so that the user may choose any of them for site recognition or apply them all to calculate mean recognition by all significant site properties. The distributions of the mean value calculated by all significant properties for 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome sites and random sequences are compared in Figure 5b .
The information accumulated in the database FEATURES may be useful for studying nucleotide sequences of interest. The database FEATURES also contains the link to the executable program. Via this link, a user may input a DNA sequence from the known databases or files and obtain a profile of a DNA feature of interest. Consider the significant feature revealed for 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome sites for the parameter twist on the region [-97; 97] relative to the site center. The value profile of this feature along the sequence of the human pS2 gene (EMBL: X05030; HSPS2G1) with experimentally determined nucleosome binding site (Sewack and Hansen, 1997 ) is shown in Figure  6a . The mean recognition profile for this gene is given in Figure 6b . Consideration of Figure 6 proves that the sequence has the highest feature values in two regions of nucleosome binding as compared to the internucleosomal and neighboring regions.
In order to appreciate the predictive opportunities of our program and compare it with the other analogous programs, we compile two sets of human regulatory sequences. The first set contains 53 sequences of promoters extracted from EPD (region [-600; +600] relative to transcription start). The second set consists of donor splicing site sequences (region [-400 ; +400] relative to exon-intron boundary). We expect that both sets have special patterns of the average profiles of nucleosome site recognition function. The constructed average profile for promoters is shown in Figure 7a . Both remote from transcription start profile sections (distance >400 bp) are characterized by the high values of recognition function. Within the upstream region [-200; +1] there is the steep fall, and in the downstream region [+100; +400] the less steep growth of function is observed. The minimal value of the profile is located downstream of the start transcription point (region [+1; +100]). The average profile for the splicing site is given in Figure 7b . This profile confirms that introns lacking genetic code burden may bind nucleosome better than exons. This proves the earlier assumption about the role of introns for chromatin folding (Solovyev and Kolchanov, 1985) .
Discussion
Six samples of nucleosomal DNA sequence from the database SAMPLES were considered. Thirty-eight conformational and physicochemical dinucleotide parameters from the database PROPERTY were examined. Finally, for every sample, the profiles of all properties were constructed. In addition, all significant extrema and linear trends were described in the database PROFILES. Besides, each sample of sites is characterized by a specific set of significant conformational and physicochemical features in the knowledge database FEATURES. Table 2 presents the following most significant features: probability of contact with a nucleosome core, tilt for DNA-protein complex and twist. These properties appeared to be significant for all six considered sets of nucleosome sites. Location of the region within the site, the averaged property values over this region and in random sequences, and the utilities are also indicated in the table. Among the other valuable nucleosomal DNA properties are the following: clash strength, enthalpy change, entropy change, free energy change and propeller twist. These properties are significant for almost all site samples. Table 3 shows the most significant features with the highest utilities for the set of 5′ and 3′ region nucleosome sites. This sample seems to be very interesting because of the important role of chromatin structure in the regulatory gene regions.
The database integration, which was performed in the current work, is very valuable for site characteristic (Sewack and Hansen, 1997 ) is used. For program generating, the sample of nucleosome sites from 5′ and 3′ gene regions was taken as the training set of nucleosomal DNA sequences.. Arrows indicate approximate experimentally defined nucleosome site centers. (a) Recognition by significant DNA property twist (Karas et al., 1996) . (b) Mean recognition over all significant DNA properties found.
investigation. For example, consider again 5′ and 3′ gene region nucleosome sites and DNA property twist. The database FEATURE states that this property is one of the most important for the sites. The twist distribution has the right-shift for the real sites compared to that for the random sequences (Figure 5a ). The database PROFILES discovers the fine structure of the twist value distribution along the site sequences. The selected twist profile (Figure 3b ) has the pair of minima at positions -20.5 and +20.5 (see database entry in Figure 2 ) and a pair of maxima at positions -41.5 and +41.5. Profile consideration (Figure 3b) shows that the central region of the site [-30; +30] has the lowest twist in comparison with two neighboring regions [-50; -30] and [+30; +50] with the extremely high twist. The additional information is given by two revealed significant trends (Figure 3c ), which are placed in the regions [-44.5; -16 .5] and [+16.5; +44.5]. Such complex property profile presentation helps to realize the pattern for property twist for the sample of sites. The output data of the generated program for nucleosome site recognition ( Figure 6 ) show that revealed significant site features may be useful for investigation of DNA affinity to nucleosome. This is strongly confirmed by the comparison of distributions of the features for real and random sequences. To check this idea, the sets of nucleosome sites were united in a set comprising five samples (1-5 in Table 1 ) and consisting of 130 sequences. Comparison of the real and random distributions calculated by all revealed significant features (Figure 5c ) for united site set convinces that the recognition program gives reliable results.
In future, we are planning to develop our complex representation of nucleosome site sequences and to present the results in the integrated database Nucleosomal DNA property. The analysis scheme described above is useful for the identification of significant DNA conformation features together with classification and appreciation of various DNA context-dependent parameter set utilities for a sample of sequences.
